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ABSTRACT
We present a 2.218 lm image from the Hubble Space Telescope/Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object
Spectrometer (NICMOS) and a 55 lm image from ISOPHOT of the dust ring surrounding the luminous blue
variable (LBV) candidate HD 168625, together with new temperature and optical depth maps derived from
mid-IR images. The shell is detached from the star in the near-IR, and substructure in the overall toroidal shell
is visible. The far-IR image constrains the extent of the dust shell to 2500 in diameter, providing an upper
radius limit for modeling. The temperature maps and the NICMOS image show evidence for very small
transiently heated dust grains in the shell. The opacity maps show higher optical depth in the limbs, consistent
with interpretation of the dust shell as an equatorially enhanced torus inclined 60 with respect to the
observer. An overall trend in the dust emission location with wavelength is observed and interpreted as a
variation with respect to location in the nebula of either the dust grain size distribution or gas-to-dust mass
ratio. Radiative transfer calculations using 2-Dust indicate that a mass-loss event occurred 5700 yr ago with
a rate of ð1:9  0:1Þ  104 M yr1 , creating a dust torus that currently has a V  0:22 in the equatorial
plane and a dust mass of ð2:5  0:1Þ  103 M . Using published values for the gas mass, we ﬁnd a gas-to-dust
mass ratio of 840, which is 4 times higher than current estimates for the interstellar medium. In addition to a
high equator-to-pole density ratio (31) torus, an elliptical midshell is needed to reproduce the appearance and
spectral energy distribution of the dust. Therefore, HD 168625 is an excellent example of proposed models of
LBV nebulae in which a stellar wind interacts with a preexisting density contrast and creates a blowout in the
polar direction perpendicular to the equatorial ring. The circumstellar shell is much lower in mass than that of
LBV  Carinae, suggesting that HD 168625 had a lower mass progenitor.
Subject headings: circumstellar matter — infrared: stars — stars: individual (HD 168625) —
stars: mass loss — stars: variables: other
(Leitherer et al. 1989). In addition, some LBVs exhibit
major outbursts between prolonged periods of quiescence,
the most famous examples being P Cygni and  Carinae.
The temperature of LBVs likewise varies, from a maximum
during quiescence of Teff > 15; 000 K to a minimum of
Teff  8000 K during periods of mass loss.
Although observation of the actual eruption is rare, the
presence of optical nebulae around conﬁrmed or candidate
LBVs implies that such outbursts are a common aspect of
LBV behavior (Nota et al. 1995). For example, ring nebulae
around LBVs AG Car, HR Car, and R127 have each been
found to contain several solar masses of material, presumably shed in  Car–like eruptions (Nota et al. 1992; Clampin
et al. 1993, 1995).
HD 168625 (IRAS 181841623) was ﬁrst identiﬁed as a
candidate LBV by Chentsov & Luud (1989), who classiﬁed
it as spectral type B5:6  0:3 with a Teff ’ 13; 000 K. Nota
et al. (1996) have observed variation in its eﬀective temperature of ’13,000–15,000 K and a P Cygni proﬁle that indicates a stellar wind with a velocity of 183 km s1 and a massloss rate ð1:2  0:2Þ  106 M yr1. The distance to HD
168625 was estimated by van Genderen et al. (1992), who
claimed a distance of 2.2 kpc based on association with HD
168607 and M17 due to angular proximity. This association
has been challenged, however, on the basis of systemic

1. INTRODUCTION

The designation of luminous blue variable (LBV) was ﬁrst
suggested by Conti (1984) and clariﬁed by Humphreys &
Davidson (1994). LBVs feature microvariability of up to a
few tenths of a magnitude over timescales of a few weeks or
months and larger, irregular photometric variability with
amplitudes of 1–2 mag on timescales of years or decades,
indicating, perhaps, a sudden increase in mass-loss rate
(Davidson 1987) or changes in the radius of the star
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operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy,
Inc., under NASA contract NAS5-26555; these observations are associated
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participation of ISAS and NASA.
2 Also at Department of Physics, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, 1110 West Green Street, Urbana, IL 61801.
3 Current address: Space Telescope Science Institute, 3700 San Martin
Drive, Baltimore, MD 21218.
4 Current address: Department of Physics and Astronomy, 223 Physics
Building, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211.
5 Current address: Royal Observatory of Belgium, Ringlaan 3, B-1180
Brussels, Belgium.
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velocity measurements. Robberto & Herbst (1998) used
infrared observations and estimates of stellar parameters to
obtain a distance of 1.2 kpc. Most recently, Pasquali et al.
(2002) derived a kinematic distance of 2.8 kpc, which we
believe to be more reliable and adopt here.
The timescale of HD 168625’s light variability was
measured by van Genderen et al. (1992), who found a
quasi-period of 35 days, which they did not consider
unusual enough to grant LBV status to this object. However, the nebula around HD 168625 was determined to
be LBV-like, with an ellipsoidal shell expanding at 20
km s1, by Hutsemékers et al. (1994) on the basis of
near-infrared and visible imaging and spectroscopy. With
further observations Nota et al. (1996) concluded that
HD 168625 has not shown variability typical of LBVs in
the last few decades but that its nebula indicated an
LBV-like major outburst 103 yr ago. The question of
whether HD 168625 is, in fact, an LBV is not yet settled,
and given the rather loose deﬁnition of LBVs the question may never be answered to everyone’s satisfaction.
We do not enter into this debate here, and we refer to
HD 168625 as an LBV in this paper.
Since its discovery by Hutsemékers et al. (1994) and its
detailed study by Nota et al. (1996), the nebula of HD
168625 has been the focus of three additional studies. As
part of a larger mid-infrared imaging survey of 78 proto–
planetary nebula (PPN) candidates, Meixner et al. (1999)
imaged HD 168625 at 8.8, 12.5, and 20.6 lm, revealing a
toroidal dust shell more spectacular than any of the PPN
sources, but performed no quantitative analysis of the
dust shell. Based on their mid-infrared images at 4.7,
10.1, 11.6, and 19.9 lm, Robberto & Herbst (1998)
derived a dust temperature of 135 K and used an analytic
spherical model to estimate an optical depth of V  0:2
and a dust mass of 2:8  103 M . Robberto & Herbst
(1998) also suggested that the nebular material was a
swept up red supergiant wind, that HD 168625 was
evolving to hotter temperatures, and that a larger neutral
envelope extended beyond the dust shell observed in the
mid-IR. A multiwavelength study by Pasquali et al.
(2002) found a dust temperature of 113 K based on
ISOCAM data, an ionized gas mass of 2.1 M based on
H and continuum Hubble Space Telescope (HST)/
WFPC2 images, and a nebular expansion velocity of 19
km s1 based on ground-based echelle spectra. The
HST/WFPC2 images clearly show the bipolar morphology. However, none of these studies has quantitatively
derived geometric parameters for the dust shell morphology, nor have detailed radiative transfer calculations of
the dust shell been performed.
Here we present a high-resolution near-infrared image of
HD 168625 from the Near Infrared Camera and MultiObject Spectrometer (NICMOS) on HST and a far-infrared
image from ISOPHOT on the Infrared Space Observatory
(ISO) in x 2. We derive new temperature and opacity maps
from the Meixner et al. (1999) mid-infrared imaging in x 3,
and their implications for dust shell structure are discussed.
The qualitative picture of HD 168625 created from these
data is discussed in x 4. In x 5 we present detailed radiative
transfer models using the axisymmetric code 2-Dust and
discuss the quantitatively derived geometry parameters for
the dust shell and the inferred history of mass loss. In x 6 we
discuss how HD 168625 compares with axisymmetric massloss parameters for LBVs and with lower mass PPNs.
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Finally, in x 7 we combine our overall qualitative and
quantitative results.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

2.1. Near-IR Imaging
Observations with NICMOS on HST were obtained on
1998 August 31. Exposures were taken at four positions
centered around 18h21m20s 16 220 2800 using camera 2
(NIC2), which has a ﬁeld size of 19>2  19>2 at a pixel scale
of 0>075. All images were taken using ﬁlter F222M, which
has central wavelength 2.218 lm and FWHM 0.145 lm.
Data were taken using the MULTIACCUM readout
mode, which nondestructively reads counts at intermediate
exposure times, facilitating removal of cosmic-ray hits and
saturated pixels. Exposure time was 192 s, using the predeﬁned sampling sequence STEP32, which takes rapid exposures up to 32 s (at 0.3, 0.6, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0, 16.0, and 32.0 s)
and every 32.0 s thereafter. The four exposures were taken
in a spiral dither pattern with steps of 900 between images.
The data were recalibrated using the STSDAS calnica
task in IRAF (Dickinson et al. 2002), with updated nonlinearity and temperature-dependent synthetic ﬂat-ﬁeld
reference ﬁles. The CRIDCALC task was used to identify
possible cosmic-ray hits by checking for nonlinear count
rate increases between readouts of the MULTIACCUM
sequence.
The standard bad-pixel mask provided by STScI was used
to ﬂag permanently hot and cold pixels for exclusion during
the mosaicking process. In addition, images were checked
against a mask of known pixels of reduced sensitivity
(‘‘ grot ’’), and pixels with visually obvious abnormally
increased or decreased signal were also ﬂagged. Permanently bad pixels and grot that fell outside overlapping areas
of images, and thus would not be dithered over in the
mosaicking process, were ﬁlled in by nearest neighbor interpolation. This process was reasonable since the scale of
structures in the target object is much larger than 1 pixel in
extent.
The four individual exposures were combined using the
STSDAS task calnicb, which estimates and removes the
background signal from each image, calculates the relative
positions of the images from observation logs, and constructs a mosaic image using error-weighted means of all
samples in regions of overlapping images, exclusive of bad
pixels ﬂagged during previous calibration steps.
NIC2 includes a coronagraphic hole in one quadrant with
diameter 100 . In two of the four images the region containing the hole was overlapped by another image, and the hole
was removed in the mosaicking process. In the other two
cases the hole remains in the ﬁnal mosaic image as a region
of zero signal because the area the hole covers is too large to
reasonably interpolate over.
The NICMOS image is shown in Figure 1a. Because of
the obvious saturation of the star, it is impossible to
obtain a reasonable estimate of the total ﬂux at this
wavelength. The dust shell is clearly detached from the
star in the south and west. At this resolution inhomogeneities in the dust shell are visible; in particular, the
southern rim appears to be a fragmented arc. Such fragmentation is commonly seen in LBV nebulae and is probably created when a fast wind interacts with the massloss eruption (Nota et al. 1995).
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Fig. 1.—(a) NICMOS image at 2.2 lm with north up and east to the left. The star itself is saturated in this image. The coronagraphic hole appears roughly
800 west and 400 north of center. (b) Same NICMOS image with the 12.5 lm image of Meixner et al. (1999) contoured on top. Contours begin at 10% of peak
intensity (0.4 Jy arcsec2) and are spaced at intervals of 10%.

For comparison, the NICMOS image is shown overlaid
on the 12.5 lm image of Meixner et al. (1999) in Figure 1b.
The spatial extent of the nebula is roughly the same at these
wavelengths. This spatial coincidence indicates that the shell
seen in the NICMOS image is due to dust emission. Indeed,
the K-band spectrum of HD 168625 (Hanson, Conti, &
Rieke 1996 1996) suggests that there are no emission lines in
the 2–2.2 lm band along the line of sight to the central star.
Based on comparison of narrowband and broadband
images in the 2–2.2 lm wavelength region, Hutsemékers
et al. (1994) similarly suggest that the K-band image is
continuum dominated.
Because of the size of the dust shell (inner radius 0.1 pc),
it is not possible for the grains to be in thermal equilibrium
at a temperature high enough for equilibrium emission in
the near-IR. Indeed, a mid-IR spectrum of HD 168625
(Skinner 1997) reveals polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
(PAH) features and suggests that nonequilibrium grain
emission also aﬀects the 8.8 and 12.5 lm image of Meixner
et al. (1999).
2.2. Far-IR Imaging
Far-infrared observations of HD 168625 were taken on
1997 April 12 using the ISO (Kessler et al. 1996). We
obtained a far-IR image using the imaging spectrophotopolarimeter on ISO (ISOPHOT; Lemke et al. 1996). The
image is centered on source at 18h21m19s 16 220 26>
(J2000). The position angle of the image was determined by
the spacecraft orientation at 4=4 east of north.
The image was taken using the C100 50 lm ﬁlter, which
has a 3  3 pixel format with 4600 pixel scale. Each position
was imaged twice in order to determine the repeatability of
structures observed in the object’s spatial proﬁle. The
PHT32 AOT uses a combination of raster mapping and
chopper sweeping to create a map. There were eight raster
positions with raster length of 80 , at steps of 6000 ; however,
the chopper was used to make smaller steps of 1500 . There

were four lines on rastering with 1500 between adjacent lines.
This gives an image pixel size of 1500  1500 . The point-spread
function (PSF) has FWHM of 48>5.
The ISOPHOT data presented in this paper were reduced
using the PHOT Interactive Analysis (PIA) package
(Gabriel et al. 1997), together with the P32Tools package
developed speciﬁcally for reduction of the AOT PHT32
data (Schulz & Peschke 2002). The P32Tools package
allows a better calibration of the PHT32 data, so that the
errors on the calibrated data can be reduced to 30%.
This analysis provided an estimate of a total ﬂux of
40  12 Jy at 55 lm, in contrast to the 60 lm IRAS ﬂux of
117 Jy with similar ﬁlter characteristics. The IRAS data is
assessed as ‘‘ moderate quality ’’; furthermore, HD 168625
is located 150 southeast of M17, one of the most massive star
formation regions in the galaxy, which leads to a high level
of confusion for the far-IR IRAS data. Since the ISO beam
is smaller than the IRAS beam, it is better able to separate
the source from the background and is a more reliable ﬂux.
Hence, for our modeling work we have placed more
emphasis on the ISO ﬂux value and treat the IRAS ﬂux as
an upper bound.
We have simulated the 55 lm image using a mapping simulator as part of the PIA package (Gabriel & Hur 2000).
This simulator allows us to build a piece of sky using point
and/or extended sources with or without a gradient/varying background. The simulator then convolves this sky with
a PSF, accounting for the particular raster pattern used in
observations, to produce an image showing how this object
would appear if observed using the PHT32 AOT and
assuming a certain noise level.
In Figure 2 the observed emission (Fig. 2a) is compared
with simulated emission (Fig. 2b). We ﬁnd that in order to
match the observed image, the source must be a point source
on a gradient background. Since the source in the data
image appears to be eﬀectively a point source for this instrument, and given the PSF width of 48>5, we conclude that
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Fig. 2.—(a) ISO image at 55 lm and (b) simulation image of a point source for the same camera, with north up and east to the left. Base contour is
500 MJy sr1, and contours are spaced at intervals of 200 MJy sr1. The PSF (48>5) is shown on the lower left in the data image.

the dust shell is 2500 in diameter, comparable to its size in
the near- and mid-IR.
3. DUST TEMPERATURE AND OPACITY MAPS

In order to discern the color temperature and opacity of
the circumstellar dust shell, we used a semianalytic
approach to combine the 8.8, 12.5, and 20.6 lm midinfrared images of HD 168625 obtained by Meixner et al.
(1999), following the method of Dayal et al. (1998). Two sets
of maps were created: (1) a temperature map and an optical
depth map at 12.5 lm using the 8.8 and 12.5 lm images and
(2) a temperature map and an optical depth map at 20.6 lm
using the 12.5 and 20.6 lm images. The images were centered relative to one another by comparing the locations of
the limb brightness peaks, and the 12.5 lm image was
convolved with a Gaussian of appropriate size to match the
resolution of the 8.8 and 20.6 lm images.
Figure 3 shows dramatic diﬀerences in the two sets. The
ﬁrst (from the 8.8 and 12.5 lm images) predicts optical
depths at 12.5 lm between 104 and 103 (Fig. 3a), in rough
agreement with the model results given below. However, it
also implies dust shell temperatures up to several hundred
degrees (Fig. 3b), well above the equilibrium temperature
estimates of Pasquali et al. (2002; 113 K) and Robberto &
Herbst (1998; 135 K), as well as those of our modeling. In
the second set of maps (derived from the 12.5 and 20.6 lm
images), a much higher optical depth of 0.1–1 at 20.6 lm is
predicted (Fig. 3c), which is too high to match the mid-IR
observations. The temperature of 120 K predicted by this
set of maps, however (Fig. 4d), is much more in line with
prior estimates and our modeling work.
The obvious inaccuracies of these parameter maps are
almost certainly due in large part to the fact that the method
used to create them assumes that emission is purely thermal
and that the dust shell is at thermal equilibrium. As noted
previously, much of the 8.8 and 12.5 lm emission arises
from PAHs. Therefore, using images at these wavelengths
to derive temperature and opacity maps has some limitations. The derivation of these maps relies on an assumption
of thermal equilibrium, but PAH emission arises from transient, nonequilibrium grain emission. As we cannot legiti-

mately claim accuracy in derived optical depth from one set
of maps and in temperature from the other, we do not
attempt to draw quantitative conclusions from them.
Nevertheless, the structure of the optical depth maps and
the temperature maps of the two sets is quite similar and
indicates reliable, relative values of optical depth and temperature. The optical depth maps show the highest values
on the northwest and southeast limbs, coincident with the
peaks of mid-IR emission and suggesting the presence of a
limb-brightened, nearly edge-on torus of dust. Comparing
the temperature and opacity maps, we ﬁnd that they are
anticorrelated on the northern and southern rims. The temperature maps show a higher temperature on the southern
edge of the dust shell, while the opacity maps show a higher
optical depth on the northern edge. We discuss this anticorrelation in the context of other observations in the next
section.
4. THE QUALITATIVE PICTURE OF HD 168625

The infrared dust emission from near-IR to far-IR is
spatially coincident, indicating that all the dust resides in a
geometrically thin, axisymmetric shell. The mid-IR optical
depth maps suggest that this shell has limb-brightened
peaks and is really a nearly edge-on torus. Our near-IR
image most clearly shows the detachment of the dust torus
from the star and reveals a clumpiness on small scales. This
clumpiness may be caused by a nonhomogenous mass loss
or by fragmentation of the shell when a fast wind plows into
the slower wind. Optical continuum and H emission
images suggest that a lower density elliptical bubble exists
perpendicular to the dusty torus (Pasquali et al. 2002). Integrating all these observations, we arrive at a qualitative picture of HD 168625, shown schematically in Figure 4. The
circumstellar shell includes both an optically thin equatorial
torus and an even thinner elliptical or bipolar midshell
along the polar axis.
Superposed on this global structure of the dust shell, we
observe an interesting trend in the IR emissions. At the
shortest wavelengths, the near-IR emission is brightest in
the southern rim of the shell and there is a gap in the north.
As the wavelength increases, the IR emission appears to
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Fig. 3.—Temperature map and optical depth map at 12.5 lm derived from (a) 8.8 lm and (b) 12.5 lm images, and temperature map and optical depth map
at 20.6 lm derived from (c) 12.5 lm and (d ) 20.6 lm images, with north up and east to the left. In all images artifacts create spurious data around the edges.
(a) Contours begin at 100 K and are spaced at intervals of 100 K. (b) Contours begin at 0.0002 and are spaced at intervals of 0.0002. (c) Contours begin at
110 K and are spaced at intervals of 10 K. (d ) Contours begin at 0.1 and are spaced at intervals of 0.2.

creep north until at 20.6 lm the emission is brighter in the
northern rim. A similar contrast has been observed in
the optical by Pasquali et al. (2002). The optical reﬂection
nebula is greatly enhanced on the northern rim of the dust
shell, while the H emission appears much brighter on the
southern rim. Pasquali et al. (2002) interpret these distinctive optical morphologies as a variation in the gas-to-dust
mass ratio with respect to position in the nebula; it is highest
in the south. Our optical depth maps certainly support their
idea because the maps show a general increase in dust optical depth as position in the shell moves from south to north.
However, these optical depth maps really trace the optical
depth of larger grains and are not sensitive to the very small
grains that are responsible for the near-IR emission. In fact,
the dust temperature shows the opposite trend to the optical
depth: it decreases from south to north and is essentially
constant in the northern part of the shell. Smaller dust
grains tend to get hotter than larger dust grains. Thus, an
alternative explanation to this trend in IR emission may be

that the grain size distribution varies with respect to position in the nebula. The smallest grains exist in the southern
shell, and the grains become progressively larger toward the
north. Dust grain shattering may result from a fast wind
interacting with a preexisting dust shell, and the variation
across the dust shell may indicate a preferred southern
direction for the fast wind.
Our qualitative picture of HD 168625 supports the ideas
proposed by Nota et al. (1995) and Dwarkadas & Owocki
(2002) for the formation of bipolar morphology observed in
LBVs. HD 168625 has a fast wind with v ¼ 183 km s1 and
_  ð1:2  0:2Þ  106 M yr1 (Nota et al. 1996). The
M
fast wind is interacting with the gas and dust shell ejected
during the LBV outburst that is moving at a slower velocity,
19 km s1 (Pasquali et al. 2002). This preexisting shell has
an equatorial density enhancement, as indicated by the
limb-brightened shell. The interaction of the winds produces a bubble that bursts out in a direction perpendicular to
the torus, which we observe as an elliptical midshell. In the
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An extensive discussion of the geometric parameters in
equation (1) is given in Ueta & Meixner (2003). For more
examples of the use of 2-Dust and its earlier versions, see,
e.g., Ueta et al. (2001a, 2001b) and Meixner et al. (2002).
5.2. Constraints and Input Parameters

60

o
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Fig. 4.—Schematic qualitative picture of HD 168625, as explained in the
text. The dust shell consists primarily of a toroidal dust shell (solid line) but
with an elliptical or bipolar midshell (dashed line) oriented along the
symmetry axis.

next section, we derive a quantitative model for this
qualitative picture.
5. RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODELING

5.1. 2-Dust Background
In order to reﬁne stellar parameters and dust shell morphology, we have modeled HD 168625 using the radiative
transfer code 2-Dust (Ueta & Meixner 2003). Our dust distribution has the form of an equatorial torus, an elliptical
midshell, and, at the very outer radius, a spherical shell. This
geometry is expressed analytically as

D
D
F


r B 1þC sin fexp½ðr=rsw Þ = exp½ðrmin =rsw Þ g
ðr; Þ ¼ min
rmin

 1 þ Að1  cos ÞF

 fexp½ðr=rsw ÞE = exp½ðrmin =rsw ÞE g ;
ð1Þ
where r is the radius within the limits of rmin and rmax, h
is the latitude, and min is the dust mass density on the
equatorial axis at the inner edge of the envelope.
The grain size distribution was modeled using a power
law (Mathis, Rumpl, & Nordsieck 1977):
nðaÞ ¼ a3:5 ;

amin < a < amax ;

ð2Þ

where the minimum grain size amin and maximum grain size
amax are speciﬁed as inputs.
Modeling with 2-Dust produces both model images for
comparison with observed images, and a model spectral
energy distribution (SED), which can be compared to data
after accounting for interstellar reddening.

In seeking a best-ﬁt model for HD 168625 we were guided
by comparisons to the SED from photometry and the IRAS
Low-Resolution Spectrometer (LRS), as well as comparisons to infrared imaging of the nebula. Our most detailed
comparison for model images was the 12.5 lm MIRAC
image. Measurement of the angular size of the nebula in the
mid-IR images provides a fairly reliable input value for rmin .
Our modeling does not extend to the level of detail seen in
the 2.2 lm NICMOS image, as the smaller structural details
are probably results of irregular mass loss or shell fragmentation, which we cannot reproduce. For all previous modeling pursued with 2-Dust, the value of rmax has been
somewhat speculative and usually assumed to be factors of
100 more than the inner radius. However, for the case of
HD 168625 the ISO 55 lm image provides a critical constraint on the maximum extent of the dust shell. Since the
nebula is unresolved in the ISO image, a model image must
likewise be unresolved when convolved with a Gaussian distribution of size equal to the PSF of the ISOPHOT data.
This size is similar to the mid-infrared shell size, indicating
that the thickness of the shell is small.
Mid-IR spectra taken by Skinner (1997) indicate the
presence of silicates in the dust shell of HD 168625. Moreover, a detailed study of the dust shells surrounding two
other LBVs, Wra 751 and AG Car, shows that amorphous
silicates dominate the dust composition (Voors et al. 2000).
Hence, for the model dust distribution, we used optical constants determined for amorphous silicates (MgFeSiO4;
Dorschner et al. 1995). 2-Dust does not account for transiently heated very small dust grains or PAH emission, which
are evident in our NICMOS image and in the mid-IR spectra of Skinner (1997) and the IRAS LRS spectrum. Therefore, we did not attempt to ﬁt the SED in the 8–15 lm
wavelength region.
Most estimates of the eﬀective temperature of HD
168625 have been in the range 12,000–15,000 K, and of
course, as with all LBVs the temperature varies over a
range of a few thousand degrees. Since our SED contains
data points taken by many observers over several decades, we cannot hope to model HD 168625 at any particular point in time. Similarly, the model value for the
stellar radius of HD 168625 was adjusted to roughly
match the observed SED and cannot be treated as a certain, constant value. Extra reddening above that of the
circumstellar shell is required to redden the star to the
observed SED. We use an estimate of the interstellar
medium (ISM) extinction from Neckel & Klare (1980),
which at a distance of 2.8 kpc is AV ’ 4:6.
5.3. Model Results
Approximately 160 models were run to obtain a best ﬁt to
the SED and data images. The best-ﬁt SED, including ISM
reddening using the method of Mathis (1990), is shown in
Figure 5, and model images at 2.2, 12.5, and 20.6 lm are
shown in Figure 6, along with the corresponding data
images from this work and Meixner et al. (1999). Input and
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Fig. 5.—Observed and model SEDs of HD 168625. The reddened model
SED is shown as a dashed line. The solid line is the IRAS LRS (Volk &
Cohen 1989). Squares are photometry data points compiled from Robberto
& Herbst (1998), Meixner et al. (1999), Ueta et al. (2003), this work’s ISO
data, the IRAS Point Source Catalog, and the SIMBAD database.

derived stellar and dust shell parameters are given in Tables
1 and 2. The values given in the tables are those of the ﬁnal
model, and the uncertainties are estimated from the range of
parameters used in the modeling process.
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The model SED ﬁts the data well in the region of the
spectrum above 20 lm, although it ﬁts the 10–20 lm less
well for reasons explained above. The model ﬂux at 55 lm is
consistent with our value of ’40 Jy from the ISO data.
Model images at 12.5, 20.6, 55, and 2.2 lm were compared with the observations. By design, the 12.5 and 20.6
lm model images match the data well except for the gap in
the southern rim of the 20.6 lm emission, which may indicate the absence of large dust grains as discussed in x 4. The
inner radius of the dust shell is well constrained by these
mid-IR images to a value of 0:11  0:01 pc. The 55 lm
model image (not shown) is unresolved when it is convolved
with the ISO beam and thus matches the data (Fig. 2) well.
The ISO image provides the best constraint on a value for
rmax of 5rmin, or rmax ’ 0:6 pc. The model image at 2.2 lm
features a peak dust emission value (103 Jy arcsec2) well
below that of our NICMOS image (9  103 Jy arcsec2).
Only emission from scattered starlight is present in our
model at this wavelength. The diﬀerence between the images
supports our suggestion that the dust shell includes small,
transiently heated dust grains that are not at thermal
equilibrium and are not accounted for in the model.
This model produces a dust temperature of ’130 K at
rmin . Given the low range of temperatures (120 K) in the
dust shell as shown in Fig. 3c, this is in good agreement with
blackbody dust temperatures of 135 and 113 K obtained by
Robberto & Herbst (1998) and Pasquali et al. (2002),
respectively. The shell’s dust opacity V  0:2 at the equator

Fig. 6.—Model and data images of HD 168625 at (a, b) 2.2 lm, (c, d ) 12.5 lm, and (e, f ) 20.6 lm, with north up and east to the left. The models are shown
with the disk inclined at an angle of 60 with respect to the sky and have not been reddened to match the data images. In (a) and (b), contours are spaced at
20% of the peak dust shell intensity (103 Jy arcsec2 in [a] and 9  103 Jy arcsec2 in [b]). The great diﬀerence in dust shell intensity indicates that the 2.2 lm
emission arises from transiently heated small grains, which are not included in our model. In the other images contours are spaced at intervals of 10% of the
peak image intensity (0.4 Jy arcsec2 in [c] and [d ], 2.9 Jy arcsec2 in [e], and 3.2 Jy arcsec2 in [ f ]). Model images have been convolved with a Gaussian with
FWHM equal to that of the PSF of the corresponding data image.
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TABLE 1
Input and Derived Parameters: Stellar
Parameter

Value

L / d ...................
Teﬀ .........................
R / d ...................
d.............................
ISM AV ..................

8.6  105 L
14000 K
150 R
2.8 kpc
4.6

TABLE 3
Density Function Parameters
for Best-fit Model

Reference

1
2

References.—(1) Pasquali et al. 2002; (2) Neckel
& Klare 1980.

of the torus. This equatorial dust opacity is comparable to
the dust opacity estimated by Robberto & Herbst (1998) for
a spherical shell around HD 168625. The grain size distribution suggests that grain sizes between 0.005 lm (amin ) and
1.0 lm (amax ) exist in this circumstellar environment, consistent with models of other LBVs, e.g.,  Car (Mitchell &
Robinson 1986).
A range of model geometries were tried, ranging from a
nearly spherical dust distribution to a basic torus. The most
simple geometries were not suﬃcient to model the morphology of HD 168625, the determined shape of which is
described by the parameters given in Table 3. It is largely
disklike, with an equator-to-pole density ratio of 31, but
with an elliptical midshell that is controlled primarily by the
input parameter C in equation (1). Our calculated equatorto-pole density ratio is a factor of 3 higher than the semianalytic estimate by Nota et al. (1996). The model SED and
images were calculated for multiple inclination angles,
where the inclination angle is 90 when the disk is viewed
edge-on and 0 when viewed pole-on. An inclination of 60
was found to adequately reproduce observations and is used
for the results presented here, although angles within 10 –
15 of this produced quantitatively and qualitatively acceptable results.
This geometry of the shell reﬂects our qualitative picture of HD 168625 described in x 4. Our model gives
TABLE 2
Input and Derived Parameters: Dust Shell
Parameter

Value

Reference

19 km s1
2.1 M
0.11  0.01 pc

1
1
2

Input
vexp ...................................
Mgas / d 2 ........................
rmin / d............................

Derived
rmax / d ...........................
Inclination angle ..............
Tdust at rmin .......................
V at equator....................
amin ..................................
amax ..................................
texp / d ............................
eq =pole ...........................
Mdust / d 2 .......................
_ dust / d 2 .......................
M
Mgas =Mdust .......................
_ shell / d 2 .......................
M

Vol. 598

0.6  0.1 pc
60  15
130 K
0.2  0.1
0.005 lm
1.0 lm
5700 yr
31
(2.5  0.1)  103 M
(2.2  0.1)  107 M yr1
840
(1.9  0.1)  104 M yr1

References.—(1) Pasquali et al. 2002; (2) this work.

Parameter

Value

A......................................
B ......................................
C......................................
D......................................
E ......................................
F ......................................
12:5 lm at equator .............

30
2
4
6
3
4
0.0012

dust mass and dust mass-loss rate values of
2:5  103 M and 2:2  107 M yr1 , respectively. Our
result for the dust mass is a factor of 10 higher than the
estimate by Hutsemékers (1994, 1997), who used 25 and
60 lm IRAS ﬂuxes; the latter we have shown is superseded by our ISOPHOT measurement. Nota et al. (1995)
suggest that most LBV nebulae are density bounded; i.e.,
they are completely ionized. If we assume complete ionization and adopt the ionized gas mass of 2.1 M determined by Pasquali et al. (2002), then we ﬁnd a rather
high gas-to-dust mass ratio of 840, which is a factor of
4 above the current ISM value. This ratio then gives a
total (gas plus dust) shell mass-loss rate of
1:9  104 M and a total mass of 2.1 M , which is well
within the range (2–4 M ) typical for LBV nebulae
(Nota et al. 1995). Assuming that this shell is undisturbed
from the mass-loss episode that created it, we can estimate timescales from the sizes of the shell. Dividing our
value for rmin ¼ 0:11 pc by the nebular expansion velocity
of 19 km s1 determined by Pasquali et al. (2002) gives
an expansion time of ’5700 yr. Based on our rmax ¼ 0:6
pc, the mass loss endured for ’23,000 yr. The brevity of
this mass-loss episode does not support the suggestion by
Robberto & Herbst (1998) that HD 168625’s shell is a
red supergiant wind swept up by the current LBV fast
wind. The small outer radius, deﬁned by the ISO 55 lm
image, demonstrates that there is no large neutral halo as
Robberto & Herbst (1998) suggested. Instead, our model
results and data suggest that HD 168625 lost this shell in
a torus-shaped ‘‘ outburst,’’ as has been suggested for all
LBVs by Hutsemékers (1994). This toroidal morphology
may have been formed by stellar rotation (Dwarkadas &
Owocki 2002). The current fast wind of the LBV has
probably interacted with this torus, creating an elliptical
bubble perpendicular to the plane of the torus, which is
consistent with a uniﬁed model for LBV nebulae
proposed by Nota et al. (1995).
6. DISCUSSION

The infrared images of HD 168625’s nebula show similar
structure to the nebula of the newly discovered LBV,
RAFGL 2298, which is obscured completely in the optical
by interstellar dust (Ueta et al. 2001a), and to the LBVs Wra
751 and AG Car (Voors et al. 2000). In all four cases, the
nebulae are detached from the central star because they
were ejected long ago, and there are limb-brightened peaks
indicating optically thin, inclined dust tori. The optical
nebula for HD 168625 is spatially coincident with its infrared emission. Such a coincidence is also observed in the
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TABLE 4
LBV Shell Parameters

Object

Mass-Loss Rate
(M yr1)

Equator/Pole Density Ratio

References

100
31

1, 2
3, 4

9
160

5
5

LBVs
 Car
HD 168625

0.1
1.9  104

HD 161796
IRAS 171503224

1.2  104

PPNs
8.5  103

References.—(1) Nota et al. 1995; (2) Frank, Balick, & Davidson 1995; (3) this work;
(4) Pasquali et al. 2002; (5) Meixner et al. 2002.

most famous LBV,  Car (Smith et al. 2002a); however, the
shapes of  Car and HD 168625 diﬀer markedly. HD
168625 is much less optically thick and equatorially
enhanced than  Car, which has an hourglass-shaped
bipolar morphology. While some of these diﬀerences may
be due to the fact that  Car is much younger, at 150 yr
(Nota et al. 1995), and its ejecta are much closer, the quantitative analyses of these two sources suggest otherwise.
Little work has been done to quantify the geometry of
mass loss in LBVs. Frank, Balick, & Davidson (1995) have
derived some numbers for this geometry for  Car based on
hydrodynamic modeling; we have derived numbers for HD
168625. In Table 4, we compare two values from these
_ ) and the equator-to-pole
eﬀorts, the mass-loss rate (M
mass-loss ratio.  Car has a higher equator-to-pole ratio
_  0:1 M yr1 than HD
(100) and a substantially higher M
168625. These two points suggest that perhaps higher massloss rates create or require higher equator-to-pole mass-loss
ratios. A similar tendency is found in intermediate-mass
objects, known as PPNs, which are objects in transition
from the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) to the planetary
nebula phase. Meixner et al. (2002) performed radiative
transfer modeling for examples from two morphological
types of PPNs, which they labeled as SOLE (star-obvious
low-level elongated) and DUPLEX (dust-prominent longitudinally extended) as ﬁrst conceived by Ueta, Meixner, &
Bobrowsky (2000). One type, HD 161796 (a SOLE PPN),
had a visible star, much like HD 168625, and was found to
have a lower optical depth along the equator (V ¼ 1:4), a
lower apparent mass-loss rate (1:2  104 M yr1), and a
lower equator-to-pole mass-loss ratio (9). The second type,
IRAS 171503224 (a DUPLEX PPN), had its star
enshrouded by an optically thick torus, much like  Car,
and was found to have a higher optical depth (V ¼ 37), a
higher apparent mass-loss rate (85  104 M yr1), and a
higher equator-to-pole mass-loss ratio (160). Meixner et al.
(2002) suggested that DUPLEX PPNs originated from
higher mass progenitors that not only had higher mass-loss
rates but also lost the mass in a more equatorially preferred
direction compared with SOLE PPNs. Based on the similarities of the LBVs and PPNs, we suggest that perhaps higher
mass progenitors produce  Car–like LBVs while lower
mass progenitors produce HD 168625–like LBVs.
The formation of LBVs may in fact follow the formation
of PPNs and planetary nebulae even more closely. In the formation of planetary nebulae, an axisymmetric mass loss on
the AGB creates an equatorial density enhancement in the

ejected shell. This axisymmetric mass loss may arise from the
interaction of the AGB star with a binary companion (Soker
2002; Soker & Rappaport 2001). The interaction of a fast
wind with this axisymmetric mass loss sculpts the shell, creating bubbles in the direction perpendicular to the equatorial
torus (Balick & Frank 2002; Frank & Mellema 1994;
Mellema 1995). Indeed, such a scenario has been espoused
for LBVs by, e.g., Nota et al. (1995). Along these lines, it is
interesting to compare the morphology of mass-loss shells
for two high-mass evolved stars that may be potential precursors to LBVs. The M supergiant  Orionis has a relatively
symmetric mass-loss shell that appears asymmetric because
of a hot spot in its photosphere (Skinner et al. 1997). On the
other hand, the post–main-sequence, contact binary system
RY Scuti, which has two O stars, has recently ejected a ring
nebula (Smith, Gehrz, & Goss 2001; Gehrz et al. 2001; Smith
et al. 2002b). This contrast in morphologies suggests that
binaries may indeed inﬂuence the shaping of the high-mass
star progenitors of LBVs as has been suggested for
 Car by Soker (2001).
While there are some similarities between LBVs and
PPNs, there is an important diﬀerence. The mass loss that
produces LBVs has a shorter duration than the mass loss
that produces PPNs. The far-IR imaging provides the best
evidence for the duration of the mass loss because it images
the cooler dust farther from the star. Our 55 lm image of
HD 168625 suggests that the outer shell is not more
extended than 5 times the inner radius. However, for the
Egg Nebula, a well-studied PPN, the outer shell is a few
hundred times larger than the inner radius as revealed by
180 lm ISOPHOT data (Speck, Meixner, & Knapp 2000).
Thus, the mass-loss shells of LBVs appear to be more compressed than for PPNs, suggesting that the mass loss
occurred in a more short-lived (<104 yr), perhaps even
eruptive, phase compared with PPNs (105 yr).
7. CONCLUSIONS

Our 2.218 lm NICMOS image and our 55 lm ISOPHOT
image of HD 168625 are spatially coincident with previously
obtained ground-based mid-IR images. Our dust optical
depth and color temperature maps, derived from mid-IR
images, show evidence for the limb-brightened peaks of an
equatorial torus and for transiently heated, very small dust
grains. These results indicate that all the dust resides in a geometrically thin, axisymmetric shell. The NICMOS image,
which traces the smallest dust grains, reveals that the shell is
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fragmented on small scales. An overall trend in the dust emission location with wavelength is observed and interpreted as
a diﬀerence in either the dust grain size distribution or gasto-dust mass ratio with location in the nebula. Our detailed
radiative transfer model using 2-Dust reveals that HD
168625 lost ð2:5  0:1Þ  103 M of dust in a massive stellar
_ shell ¼ ð1:9  0:1Þ  104 M yr1 , that ended
wind, with M
5700 yr ago. Dividing the gas mass estimates of Pasquali
et al. (2002) by our dust mass gives a gas-to-dust mass ratio
of 840, which is a factor of 4 higher than current estimates for
the ISM. Comparison of our results with observations of
other LBVs and their lower mass counterparts, PPNs, shows
a broad similarity in bipolar morphology and supports suggestions that the physical characteristics that may shape
PPNs (binarity, progenitor mass, and interacting winds) may
also shape LBV nebulae.
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